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A Little About Me…

• I’m a systems engineer turned project manager, who has led at 

big tech firms, startups, and now I teach!

– Academic Researcher UMCP ISR (2007)

– Airport Consultant Ricondo & Associates  (2008)

– Systems Engineer & PM Booz Allen Hamilton    (2009)

– Senior Project Manager IBM (2015)

– Co-Founder Second Nature Software (2016)

– Chief Technology Officer Softek Enterprises LLC (2017)

– Assistant Director UMCP PM Center (2019+)

• In 2018 we launched the 5-course Agile PM Cert on edX,

currently has a top 100 MOOC of all time

• In 2020 we launched our edX Product Management Certificate

Slide 3

Our Story Begins
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A Personal Example from the Archives

• Started a new job as Senior Agile 
PM working for IBM

• I DID know a little about 
Agile…but not nearly enough!

• I did NOT know cloud-computing 
or search engine technology

• Had to learn fast….

Copyright by John C E Johnson, 2021, all rights reserved.

National Archives Records Administration (NARA), 
Electronic Records Administration

International Business Machines (IBM)

Scope: Pilot web-based applications in Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) for electronic records. Must 
process, store, and search >100 PB.
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Example: National Archives ERA 2.0

• Learned by listening to lectures on Coursera
– Had a 60-90 minute commute
– Nothing to do but listen to NPR (which repeated a lot)
– Gave me insights into technology at multiple levels

• Used an open laptop with a audio-to-tape converter

• Through the Cloud Computing and Data Mining 
Specializations I learned
– Text-based retrieval and search engine design
– Cloud-computing concepts

• These courses are still relevant and available today! But the 
delivery mechanisms have improved…

Slide 5
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Project Results

• Large-scale, chasm-crossing adventure
– 50 people – four dev teams, 1 support team, 

1 architecture team
– $20M project – delivered in one year, across 

two locations

• Resulted in great success
– Delivered on-time, on-budget, and 

profitable
– Enabled budget defense
– Pioneered new technologies in Big Data
– Stood up a new Agile Center for Excellence
– IBM’s 2015 Project of the Year Award 

(out of over 4,000 projects globally)
Slide 6
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Pre-Pandemic Trends:

Pearson 2019 Global Learner Survey

• The Harris Poll, a global market 

research firm

• 20-minute online survey in 2019

• 11,083 completed

• 19 countries

• 16 to 70 years of age
Slide 7
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Key Trends

1. A DIY (Do-It-Yourself)  mindset

2. 40-year career is gone, replaced by lifelong learning and 

diverse career paths

3. Digital & virtual learning to be the new normal

4. Traditional education not working, too costly / out of reach

5. Some young workers don’t see need for college degree

6. China & India are leading the world in upskilling

7. Believe soft skills will give them an advantage over machines 

Slide 8
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Talent Economy
• A learner-driven revolution

• Changing expectations & requirements
– Increase in skill demands

– 64% of employers agree on need for continuous learning

– Before age 30, 1 in 10 American adults earn advanced degrees

– Hiring leaders view online credentials as = or better

• Shift to digital delivery well-established & accelerating

• Truly disruptive price points

• Strong corporate leadership: IBM, Starbucks, C3.ai 

Slide 9
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Emphasis on Continuous Learning with Tech

• Thinking about the world of work in the future, which of these is going to 
be most important for people to know and understand?

Slide 10

Data from 2019 Pearson Learner Survey 
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Learning Tech Isn’t Enough

Slide 11
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• The 2018 report by 
McKinsey shows that both 
SEI and Tech skills are 
needed as we incorporate 
Artificial Intelligence at work

• By 2030, Social and 
Emotional Skills will be 
equivalent to Higher 
Cognitive Skills 

>
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Pearson 2021 Global Learner Survey Shows the 

Trend is Increasing…

Slide 12

Adaptability Digital skills Concern for 
others

Adaptability Emotional
resiliency

Self-motivation

Top New Skills for College Students

Top New Skills for School-Aged Children

Nearly 3 out of 4 respondents
agree that the pandemic has caused people to 
be more caring and understanding towards 
one another

say their child is more aware of hardships 
faced by others

83% of parents

83%
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Do We Still Need to Focus on Digital?

• The McKinsey 2021 Report 
shows as a society we are 
missing still missing digital 
skills

• It also shows that we are still 
missing project management 
skills, too!
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2021 Future of Work Trends

• Foundational Skill Sets:
– Add value beyond the technology (Cognitive)
– Operate in the digital Environment (Digital)
– Continually adapt to new ways of working (Self-Leadership)

• The most unique among high-income earners:
– Understanding digital systems (Digital)
– Software use and development (Digital)
– Planning and ways of working (Cognitive)
– Communication (Cognitive)

• The most highly correlated among high-income earners:
– Work-plan development (Cognitive)
– Asking the right questions (Cognitive)
– Self-confidence (Self-Leadership)
– Organizational Awareness (Interpersonal) Slide 14

While this is where we focus 
because it’s unique; and it’s a 
good place to start

This is where the real money is 
made… and it’s where we all 
are going
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The Top Correlated Skills for Happiness at Work

• We start by looking at which skills are most common for people that fall into each category
– Each bar represents the % likelihood of someone in that category having that skill

• Now, let’s count the digital skills….
• Digital skills are just 6 out of 30, and they aren’t the most important!

Slide 15
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The True Story is Continuous Learning is the Advantage

• Three outcomes are all addressed with 
continuous learning and education:
– Synthesizing messages – learn the latest 

material and integrate it!
– Coping with uncertainty – cover 

knowledge gaps and reduce unknowns
– Adaptability – be ready to switch by 

learning broadly and deeply
– Self-motivation and wellness – keep fresh 

and active mentally
– Work-Plan Development – improve PM 

skills and planning under uncertainty
– Organizational awareness – learn the “new 

ways of working” and how to be effective
– Self-Confidence – there’s nothing like 

learning to make you feel ready and able to 
do anything! Slide 16
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Becoming Intentional

• Keys to success:
– Adopt a growth mindset

– Feed your curiosity

• Practice the 5 core skills
– Set small, clear goals

– Remove distractions

– Seek feedback (quizzes, instructors)

– Conduct deliberate practice         →

– Reflect and evaluate progress
Slide 17

Common Mistakes

Try to improve 
everything at 
once

Spend too 
much on the 
same skill

Waiting for 
formal 
opportunities 
to try new 
skills…

Best Practice Alternative

Focus on your 
areas to improve: 
Improve one thing

Learn, do, reflect, 
and move on

Be opportunistic 
and practice 
however and 
wherever, 
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Hyper-Intentional Ultralearning Techniques
• This is the approach for learning something quickly and mastering it to a 

degree that you find sufficient…
… and the key is to treat learning like a PROJECT!

• Scott Young’s 7 key principles to Ultralearning are:
1. Project Design – limit scope, identify your time, and focus on one set of 

resources – this requires “meta-learning” skills…draw a map.
2. Training Focus and Productivity – eliminate distractions, have a schedule, start 

small
3. Learn Actively – compress your passive learning, and practice! Use quizzes, 

problems, challenges, and projects as primary. 
4. Feedback Cycles – fast cycles (knowledge checks) to drive retention; projects to 

enforce it! Make sure you have a quality source for feedback.
5. Spacing Effect – interleave your materials, switch it up, and comprehensively 

test yourself
6. Depth of Processing – relate these lessons to your life, your experiences, and 

find the wisdom. At minimum, summarize and restate for a friend.
7. Overlearning – when you finally get bored of it, that means you’ve just learned 

it for the first time.  Interleave and repeat, test again, and overshoot your goals. Slide 18
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Benefits of Learning for a Lifetime

• Brain Plasticity
– The brain has the capacity to reorganize
– Learning, experience, and memory formation are built this way
– As we reinforce what we do and know, those pathways become 

stronger
• When done over time the effect is very long-lasting
• Those things we don’t practice have weakened pathways

– The brain is design to forget what doesn’t matter, and that’s 
important for functioning!

• Benefits of human development and brain plasticity
– Buffers against and helps manage trauma
– Enables better resilience under brain damage or stroke
– The nervous system, therefore, must adapt to survive

• Learning truly is an elixir for the mind – so start the journey!
Slide 19

CAST (2018). UDL and the learning 

brain. Wakefield, MA: Author. Retrieved from 
http://www.cast.org/products-
services/resources/2018/udl-learning-brain-
neuroscience
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What to Learn?
Target your next role!

Slide 20
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Develop your learning plan

• Research the role and skills you need to have
– Identify one key skill or knowledge area to focus on
– Strategy is to work on one thing, build it, then move on

• Write down the key elements you want to learn
– Concepts – understanding how something works
– Facts – what you need to memorize to do it well
– Procedures – what you’ll actually be doing

• Identify challenges that serve as subprojects
– Getting certified
– Building a working product
– Performing a feat

• Build a schedule with resources to get there
– Repeat what worked for someone else
– Use the best and least number of sources
– Make sure it works for your schedule and set time

Slide 21

Pickard discovered that the same 
prestigious business schools that 
offer the MBAs so many covet also 
offer MOOCs (massive online open 
courses) for low or even no cost.
-- Amazon.com

www.NoPayMBA.com
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Options for Continuous Learning

• YouTube and Open Courseware and Books
– Often freely available – but no testing or certification….

• PMI Chapter Events
– Paid attendance, scheduled event
– Cost: $10 to $50 per one-hour event (PDU)
– Cost Efficiency: ~$30 per PDU

• MOOCs – Massive Open Online Courses
– Free to audit, on-demand, self-paced
– Cutting edge content deep dive
– Includes Text Summaries, Quizzes, and References
– Pay to get certified (some are free right now)
– Cost: $100-$199 for 10-15 contact hours (PDUs)
– Cost Efficiency: ~$15 per PDU

• Short Courses
– Flexible, flipped courses with weekly VCs
– Learn cutting edge content with Faculty Support
– Projects, Discussion, and networking with colleagues
– Cost: $2,000 for 60-80 contact hours (PDUs)
– Cost Efficiency: ~$30 per PDU

Slide 22
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Where to go?
• Start with MOOCS

– Extremely fast growing
– Free to try, so you find your fit
– Many options from leading platforms
– Already supports many ultralearning practices

• Major providers of curated MOOCs
– Coursera – subscriptions and biggest marketplace
– edX – high quality curated offerings, best experience
– Future Learn – soft skill and degrees focus

• Also, for a third-party review of all things MOOC, go 
to www.classcentral.com
– Completely aggregates and organizes MOOC offerings
– See 5-star ratings and detailed reviews
– Also, can use Class-Central to take YouTube course 

series as well

• What about Udemy?
– Udacity - …Well… it’s P2P and most are paid-only…
– Udemy – it’s almost entirely tech skills focused

Slide 23
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Summary

• Continuous Learning is the best strategic advantage
– Worked for me 
– It’ll help you gain Job Satisfaction, Higher Incomes, and stay Employed!
– Just don’t do it while driving….

• Learn Intentionally – get curious, focus, and get feedback!

• There are many options – from PMI to MOOCs to Short Courses

• Enjoy the learning journey, stay happy, healthy, and wealthy! Slide 24
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Thank you!

Contact me: johnj85@umd.edu

John C. E. Johnson, PMP CSM SPC.
Assistant Director, 
Project Management Center for Excellence

A. James Clark School of Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
1145 Glenn L. Martin Hall
College Park, Maryland 20742
TEL (301) 405-1961; FAX – x 2585;
Email: johnj85@umd.edu

Slide 25
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